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Holy Trinity Episcopal Church in Nevada City, in compliance with the terms of the Grant
Application are submitting this status report on the ongoing project funded by the
Diocesan Foundation.  Please contact us with any further questions.

Regards,

Barry Shurtz, Jr. Warden, Holy Trinity Vestry, Technology Project Manager

Cc: Brad Helmuth, Holy Trinity Rector
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Status and Expenditures
This updated table from our Grant Application indicates the status of each phase of our
implementation:

Date / Status Activity Funding

Project Start Identify and engage with Consultant None required

Complete Consultant recommendation Per the recommendation of
the Episcopal Foundation,
we consulted with Chris
Sanft

Complete Acquisition of primary equipment Equipment: $5,621.25
Software: $799

Complete
(Temporary installation)

Installation of equipment None required to date

Ongoing
4 weeks

Test and adjust None required

Total Expenditures to
date

$6,420.25

Balance of grant
($9,200.00 )

$2,779.75

Future Expenditures
We are currently utilizing an older donated PC which will either need to be
upgraded or we will likely purchase a new computer as planned.

We are also looking at adding additional hardware to the Wirecast software
solution which will simplify the running of the system and enable us to more
easily recruit additional volunteers to stream.

Lastly, we still need to select a Content Delivery Network (CDN) vendor to
broadcast our stream to our website and social media sites. This will be an
annual subscription. We are currently evaluating Dacast and looking at others.
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Expenditure Detail

Cameras (Amazon) $4,727.85

PC Monitor (Best Buy) $240.94
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Miscellaneous Equipment and Supplies (Amazon) $652.46

Wirecast Software (Telestream) $799.00

PAYMENT & BILLING INFORMATION

Your method of payment will show a transaction from 2CO*TELESTREAM.NE or 2CO in the amount of
799.00 USD.

Order Number: 175836891

Order Date: February 26, 2022

Payment method: Visa/MasterCard

Grand Total:799.00 USD

Barry Shurtz

Holy Trinity Church

14269 Pasquale Rd

95959, Nevada City, California

United States of America

Email address:
bshurtz@me.com

Payment related questions, please contact support@2checkout.com

All other inquiries please contact Telestream Support

We appreciate your business.

Telestream Desktop Team
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Progress
In summary, we have successfully acquired and installed the major hardware and software
components, and successfully streamed via the Wirecast interface to our website.

We purchased most of the equipment on Amazon, after researching online. We
encountered relatively few issues during installation, by taking an approach of assembling
the components just on a single table in a conference room, and then running the necessary
cabling to the mounted cameras and sound system in the sanctuary and plugging
everything in there.  We currently have a donated PC on a small table at one end of a back
pew, but will move that to our choir loft in the next few months.

We are very pleased with the quality and capability of the cameras in particular.  We are
getting more familiar with the Wirecast software, and recently found out another
parishioner that has used that family of software in the past, and we will be tapping into
him as a resource moving forward.

We are now in the process of fine-tuning the camera preset shots, doing QA on bandwidth
and streaming capacity, and getting the “stream team” members all up to speed on the
usage of the new system. Our goal is to run parallel systems until after Holy Week, offering
both our current and our new stream feeds during this important season to ensure
coverage for those expecting to have online access.  After Easter, we will discontinue our
Zoom and iPhone-based stream.

Our April report will include a link to a recorded stream session and a link to the Trinity
Stream webpage.
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Impact
We continue to have significant numbers of people viewing both the live stream itself and
the recorded versions.  There is a lot of interest in using this technology for uses other than
just Sunday services, and we are confident that the additional camera capability will enable
us to stream many more events much easier.  The next phases of the project will determine
how much we will be able to control this remotely, and how easy it will be to include more
people in the process.  At the last Vestry meeting, there was specific and significant
conversation on the positive impact this capability has had on our parish and how the new
technology will enable us to do more, do it better, and do it with less impact to the small
group currently making it happen.
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